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Stop squabbling: Dividing up the family will without
fighting

NAPOLEON Bonaparte, the French Emperor, asked for his head to be shaved and the clippings to be distributed among
friends and family. Singer Dusty Springfield left everything to her cat. English writer Charles Dickens demanded
nobody wear black to his funeral. And a Portuguese aristocrat bequeathed his considerable fortune to 13 people in a
phone book selected at random.

Nothing reveals more about a person's personality than their will. They also say a lot about family dynamics and family greed.

State Trustees has recently conducted research into our bequeathing habits. Here's some of the more interesting stuff found.

Women are more likely than men to get their will together. People from blended families tend to die without having written one up
and seven per cent of us will include at least one thing we'd prefer our partners not to know we've included. Ooohh, mysterious.

Avoiding family disputes appears to be one of the most common reasons people don't end up putting their will together, but
unfortunately this doesn't stop the conflict. Almost 35 per cent of respondents admitted to squabbles over money, even when
there was a will dividing up the family inheritance.

So what can you do to ensure that everything is divided up equally, with as much harmony as possible? Melbourne psychologist
Sabina Read told news.com.au the best way to combat these situations is to come armed with a little thing called sensitivity.

"Acknowledge upfront that this time of loss is difficult for all involved. Arguments over money can trigger old wounds from
childhood including perceived sibling favouritism or the hurt felt when parents appeared to cater to the child whose needs
somehow dominated the family unit. Where possible, attempt to understand that conflict is probably more about feeling
undervalued or less special in someway, rather than purely about money," Dr Read said.

The situations can be avoided completely by trying to encourage your parents or family members to get their will together ahead
of time.
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Also try and keep these interactions to a business level.

"Best to avoid personal attacks and stick to the business nature of the discussion. It won't help to state that Susie was always
mum's favourite or that Dan always gets what he wants. Where possible, attempt to understand the needs behind the complaints
of those in conflict," she said.

It might also help to remember that most people find these discussions very uncomfortable. And there is definitely no such thing
as an 'easy' fix.

"Generally, families who have practised open and respectful communication throughout the years will navigate this situation
better than families who have struggled with hurt, resentment and feelings of inequality and injustice. It's typically difficult to
attempt to reverse negative long-term dynamics while each person is also grieving the loss of a parent or loved one," she said.

Have you had a family fight over a will? Tell us what happened in the comments
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